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 by Marler   

Volar 

"Two Spaces, Lots of Fun"

This members only club has been the spot of many a Hong Kong memory

in the minds of visitors. One of Hong Kong's biggest clubs has two party

spaces, each with a distinct feel. There is always something going on at

Volar, whether it is an internationally known guest DJ, a theme dance

party, tequila night, or some other fun. You may want to arrive early on

the weekends as this place understandably fills up fast. Volar's location

makes it an excellent stop for a night out in Hong Kong.

 + 852 2810 1272  www.volar.com.hk/  intoxicated@volar.com.hk  38 D'Aguilar Street, Hong-

Kong

 by Max_7000   

Tazmania Ballroom 

"Pool, Table Tennis and Cocktails"

Tazmania Ballroom is a classy lounge and club which sees a lot of the

office-going crowd coming in for some after-work socializing over pool,

Tuesday night ping-pong or simply a couple of drinks. During weekends,

DJ nights and parties are organized and the club becomes more of a

dance venue. The classy bar has a offers a number of classic drinks as

well as a variety of craft cocktails to sip on while you mingle.

 + 852 2801 5009  www.tazmaniaballroom.com/  33 Wyndham Street, LKF Tower1, Hong-

Kong

 by TechCocktail   

Drop 

"Hong Kong's Most Popular DJs"

Drop's reputation in excellent music explains the constant weekend line at

the door. Exclusive Club has an insiders feel to it, and many of the patrons

are regulars who know each other. This small venue makes well balanced

drinks while some of Hong Kong's favorite DJs mix beats. The weekend

crowd can be unbelievable, so come early to make sure you get in. The

party picks up after 11 and can go into the late hours of the next morning.

 + 852 2543 8856  www.drop.com.hk/  39-43 Hollywood Road, Soho, Hong-

Kong

 by followtheseinstructions   

XXX Gallery 

"Haven for Party Lovers"

Having moved from its previous location to the Kownloon district, XXX

Gallery is still as popular as it ever was among the young party-loving

crowds. With cutting-edge sound systems playing the beats of famous DJs

who are hosted here, the party goes on late into the night. A number of

live music concerts are also hosted here. The spacious dance floor is

never empty and the drinks keep flowing, making this nightclub one of the

most popular destinations for partying the night away.

 xxxgallery.hk/  xxxgalleryhk@gmail.com  89-91 Larch Street, Kin Luen Factory

Building, Hong-Kong
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